
RecountsRecountsRecountsRecountsRecountsRecountsRecountsRecounts

Who shall I pretend Who shall I pretend Who shall I pretend Who shall I pretend 
to be today?to be today?to be today?to be today?

MD 2008 Recounts have three main parts:Recounts have three main parts:Recounts have three main parts:Recounts have three main parts:

1.1.1.1. The settingThe settingThe settingThe setting Who? When? What? Where? Why?
2.2.2.2. The things that happen are put in the order   The things that happen are put in the order   The things that happen are put in the order   The things that happen are put in the order   
they happenedthey happenedthey happenedthey happened.

3.3.3.3. A comment at the end that is about what A comment at the end that is about what A comment at the end that is about what A comment at the end that is about what 
happened.happened.happened.happened.

Recounts can be about Recounts can be about Recounts can be about Recounts can be about 
something that has happened something that has happened something that has happened something that has happened 
to you to you to you to you orororor you can use your you can use your you can use your you can use your 
imagination and pretend you imagination and pretend you imagination and pretend you imagination and pretend you 
are someone else are someone else are someone else are someone else –––– like a like a like a like a 
pirate!pirate!pirate!pirate!
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What is your pirate name?What is your pirate name?What is your pirate name?What is your pirate name?

Do you like being a pirate? Why? Why not?Do you like being a pirate? Why? Why not?Do you like being a pirate? Why? Why not?Do you like being a pirate? Why? Why not?

Which pirate adventure can you tell us about?Which pirate adventure can you tell us about?Which pirate adventure can you tell us about?Which pirate adventure can you tell us about?

What happened?What happened?What happened?What happened?

How did your pirate adventure end?How did your pirate adventure end?How did your pirate adventure end?How did your pirate adventure end?

Recounts tell you about what has 
already happened. You could pretend 
you’re telling your friend about your 
life as a pirate. Don’t forget to use 
IIII and to use the past tensepast tensepast tensepast tense.
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My name is Sally Susan and I’m a 
pirate girl. People think I’m the fiercest 
lady pirate of all but I’m not really, I 
just pretend to be. I love being a pirate 
but sometimes it’s a hard life. 
Last week . . .  .. . .  .. . .  .. . .  .
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Now who shall I be?
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You can have lots of recounting fun if you use 
your imagination. Just pretend you are 

someone else and that you are telling a friend 
what happened to you. It’s easy. If you put 
on my clothes you could pretend to be me!

Or you could 
pretend to be 

me!
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The day I turned my husband into a mouseThe day I turned my husband into a mouseThe day I turned my husband into a mouseThe day I turned my husband into a mouse

I invented a new spell by 
accident really. I thought I 
was mixing up an old spell 
of mine but at the last 
minute I discovered that 
I had run out of bat wings.
I ran next door to the 
wizard to try to borrow 
some but by the time I got 
there he had gone out.

By Esmeralda WitchBy Esmeralda WitchBy Esmeralda WitchBy Esmeralda Witch
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I thought for a while and then 
I remembered I had a couple 
of eagle’s wings so I popped 
them in the cauldron and 
gave it a good stir.

When I got back from the wizard’s house my 
cauldron was bubbling nicely but it was a shocking 
pink colour and I had no bat wings to finish it off.
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Next I chanted my usual spell but instead of 
saying, “eye of newt, wing of bat” I had to 
change the words.

After that I gave it 
another good stir and, at 
last, the mixture turned 
the right shade of green.
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then I had bat wings!

As he drank the liquid 
something very odd started 
to happen. I had such a 

dreadful shock . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .

Finally I got my husband to taste it. The idea was 
that it would make the hair grow back on his 
head. He hates having no hair. 
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From that day onwards, 
whenever he complained 
about my cooking, I just 
slipped him a drink of my 
new spell and he’d turn into 
a mouse!

Luckily for him it soon 
wears off.

He started to change into a mouse, right there 
infront of my eyes!
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Pretending is easy if you imagine you are telling a 
friend.  
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I’m the third little pig. The one 
who was sensible and built a 
house out of bricks. I’m sure you 
remember me. You don’t? 
I’ll remind you.
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Mother pig told all 
three of us that it 
was time we left 
home, so, early on 
Wednesday morning 
we set off to build 
our own houses.
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I built myself a 
nice cosy house 
out of bricks that 
I got from a man 
I met along the 
road. I was very 
proud of it when 
I finished.
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I was just settling 
down while my 
soup was bubbling 
in the pan when 
I heard the wolf 
outside. He was 
trying to blow my 
house down. Who 
did he think he 
was trying to blow 
my house down?Sa

mp
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I got up and shouted at him through the door 
but he just kept on huffing and puffing and 
puffing and huffing.

Of course it did 
him no good at 
all. My house was 
much too strong 
for him to blow 
down!
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Next he threatened to come down the chimney. 
That was a bit worrying but then I had an idea.
First I made a big fire. Then I hung a pot of 
boiling water over it. 

As soon as I heard the wolf 
coming down the chimney, I 
snatched the lid off and the 
wolf fell right into the boiling 
water.
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Do you know something?

Wolf stew is delicious!
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